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Abstract: 
This is Part 2e of a multi-part essay gathering compositions with ascending lines 
and cadence gestures in European and European-influenced music. Compositions 
include psalm settings by Le Jeune and Schütz, sacred songs by Henry and William 
Lawes, music from Felipe Pedrell’s historical anthology of Spanish organ music, 
keyboard music by Trabaci, instrumental ensemble music by Buonamente, Merula, 
and Turini. 
Unless indicated otherwise by note or citation, nothing in this file has been published previously, with 
the exception of  referenced and unreferenced material that has appeared in other essays of  mine 
published on the Texas ScholarWorks platform or in my blogs. Musical examples come from public 
domain sources, most of  them downloaded from IMSLP (http://imslp.org) or the Internet Archive. Any 
figures occasionally drawn from published sources that may still be under copyright are condensed, 
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Introduction 
For background information and discussion of goals and methods, please refer to Ascending 
Cadence Gestures, New Historical Survey, Part 1: Introduction: link to Part 1. That file also 
contains a bibliography (with abstracts) of all my essays on ascending cadence gestures. 
The present file is an addendum to Ascending Cadence Gestures, New Historical Survey, Part 2: 
European Modal Music (to 1650) (May 2019)—see link below. After posting the four files for Part 
2 on the Texas ScholarWorks platform, I continued to find examples in the early repertoire, 
even as I began work on Part 3, which will cover the period from 1650 to 1780. Among the 
seventy compositions included here are psalm settings by Le Jeune and Schütz, sacred songs 
by Henry and William Lawes, music from Felipe Pedrell’s historical anthology of Spanish 
organ music, keyboard music by Trabaci, and instrumental ensemble music by Buonamente, 
Merula, and Turini. The psalm settings of Schütz and Le Jeune in their revised editions 
extend a bit beyond the 1650 boundary, but that is hardly an issue as the styles represented 
are no different than the original editions and of course are appropriate to the first half of the 
century. (In any case, the 1650 boundary itself is artificial; in a large-scale project lie this one 
has to partition things somehow.) 
It is important to remind the reader that my long running documentation project, which has 
been intermittently active for more than twenty five years now, began as a search for 
ascending cadence gestures that could be interpreted as finishing a Schenkerian ascending 
Urlinie. The work, however, evolved quickly to include what I called a “mirror Urlinie” (from 
^8 down to ^5 then returning to ^8) and a “neighbor-note Urlinie” (on ^8 with notes moving 
around it).* In more recent years—since the publication of my essay on proto-backgrounds 
(2009), the project has evolved more substantially to focus on ascending and upper-register 
structural-cadence gestures, irrespective of any Schenkerian reading. For early compositions, 
such as those in all the files of Part 2, including this one, a further—indeed essential—factor 
is the modal ambitus and the position of the cadence. 
Links  
Ascending Cadence Gestures, New Historical Survey, Part 1: Introduction (2019).  
 (Abstract) This new documentation of traditional European and European-influenced music with ascending 
lines and cadence gestures includes compositions from the fifteenth through the early twentieth century. 
The work is gathered in five parts, published separately. The present Part 1 contains the general introduction 
and a bibliography. Parts 2a-c cover music to 1650, Part 3 from 1650 to 1780, Part 4 1780 to 1860, and Part 5 1860 
to the US copyright barrier, which is currently the end of 1923. 
Ascending Cadence Gestures, New Historical Survey, Part 2: European Modal Music (to 1650) 
(2019) 
 This is a documentation of traditional European music with ascending lines and cadence gestures. Part 2 
covers the fifteenth century through 1650. The content is spread across three files: Part 2a from a variety of 
sources and genres, Part 2b from vocal music, Part 2c from instrumental ensemble music. Part 2d is an index.
—————— 
* I discuss these types in my article "The Urlinie from ^8 as a Middleground Phenomenon,” In Theory Only 9/5-6 
(January 1987): 3-25; and, in reference to the next sentence in main text, in "Thematic Reading, Proto-
backgrounds, and Registral Transformations," Music Theory Spectrum 31/2 (2009): 284-324.
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Index to the Blog Ascending Cadence Gestures and to Related Publications on the Texas 
ScholarWorks Platform (2019). 
 This is an index to musical compositions discussed in essays published on this platform since 2010, through 09 
January 2019. Many but not all of the pieces listed were also discussed on my blog Ascending Cadence Gestures in 
Tonal Music (on Google’s blogspot platform). Taken together, these essays and blog posts document rising 
cadence figures and some melodic archetypes in a broad range of European music from roughly 1500-1900, 
including music for social uses (dance and song), for domestic and public performance, and for the musical 
theater. 
Ascending Cadence Gestures: A Historical Survey from the 16th to the Early 19th Century 
(2016) 
 Cadences are formulaic gestures of closure and temporal articulation in music. Although in the minority, 
rising melodic figures have a long history in cadences in European music of all genres. This essay documents 
and analyzes characteristic instances of rising cadential lines from the late 16th century through the 1830s. 
Rising Lines in the Tonal Frameworks of Traditional Tonal Music (2016) 
 This article supplements, and provides a large amount of additional data for, an article I publisher nearly 
thirty years ago: "The Ascending Urlinie," Journal of Music Theory 31/2 (1987): 275-303. By Schenker's assertion, an 
abstract, top-level melody always descends by step to ^1. I demonstrated that at least one rising figure, ^5-^6-
^7-^8, was not only possible but could be readily found in the repertory of traditional European tonal music. 
Addendum to the Historical Survey, with an Index (2017) 
 This is an addendum to the essay Ascending Cadence Gestures: A Historical Survey from the 16th to the Early 19th 
Century (published on Texas Scholar Works, July 2016), consisting of posts since that date to my blog 
“Ascending Cadence Gestures” (on Google blogpost). This is also an index to musical compositions discussed 
in essays published or re-published on this platform since 2010, through 03 March 2017. 
Seventeenth-Century Germany and Austria: Ascending Cadence Gestures (2017) 
 The seventeenth century in Europe was a particularly rich time for experimentation in musical performance, 
improvisation, and composition. This essay, meant as an addendum to Ascending Cadence Gestures: A Historical 
Survey from the 16th to the Early 19th Century (published on Texas Scholar Works, July 2016), documents and 
analyzes characteristic instances of rising cadential lines in music by composers active in Germanophone 
countries--and, as it happens, particularly in the cities of Hamburg in the north and Vienna in the south. 
Ascending Lines in the Minor Key (2016) 
 The minor key poses obstacles to rising cadence gestures, and the number of compositions with convincing 
linear ascents is small. This essay assumes a mostly traditional Schenkerian point of view and studies that 
limited repertoire of pieces, which includes 17th and early 18th century music relying on the Dorian octave, 
and compositions by a variety of composers from Johann Walther and Thomas Morley, through François 
Couperin and Beethoven, to Brahms, Hugo Wolf, and Carl Kiefert. 
John Playford Dancing Master: Rising Lines (2010) and its updated version (2016): link. 
 This updates and substantially revises two publications of mine on the Texas Scholar Works platform: John 
Playford Dancing Master: Rising Lines (2010; 2015) and the corresponding section in Rising Lines in Tonal 
Frameworks of Traditional Tonal Music (2015). The main goal was to provide higher quality graphics, but I have 
also written a new introduction as well as new analysis and commentary for almost all of the dances.
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Mode, ambitus, tonal frames, and focal tones 
I wrote the following in Part 2a, introduction, pp. 4-5: 
 
Restrictions on range persist surprisingly late in both vocal and instrumental ensemble 
music. . . . Such severe restrictions had, of course, become largely optional in the elaborated 
musics for keyboard, solo string instruments, or solo voice that originated in improvisation 
beginning as early as the 1520s and that are largely typical of those repertoires after 1600. 
Nevertheless, mode and register remained very important aspects of creative musicianship 
even in the freest of those repertoires. The ambitus of the authentic form [of the Dorian 
mode] (or mode 1) is shown in (a) below; the same with common extensions is in (b).
At (c), the cadences sit at top or 
bottom of the Dorian octave. 
Under (d) are two versions of 
approaches to the upper cadence. 
Each of these might be expanded 
into larger segments of a piece if 
focal tones seem to be reasonably 
well formed. We will find a 
surprisingly large number of 
instances where large-scale 
shapes can be understood as in 
(d1). At (e) is the plagal form of the 
Dorian (or mode 2). Note that the 
cadence is more restricted as it 
sits in the middle of the scale, but 
by the same token the range of 
plausible focal tones is increased 
to three (D, F, A).    [end quote]
At the left, staff (a) shows the common 
range for a vocal cantus (superius) 
part, followed by the ambitus in the 12 
modes of Glarean and Zarlino. As I 
am mainly concerned with the upper 
part of the register, I have not shown 
the plagal forms of modes 1-7 (that is, 
modes 2, 4, 6, & 8). The “grace notes” 
indicate common extensions that have 
the potential to generate focal tones
above the upper-register final. Where they can be interpreted as effective, focal tones above 
the upper-register final are most likely in modes 1, 3, & 5. “Mirror” or “neighbor” shapes can 
be found in those modes, as well, but are more likely in modes 7 & 9, which are also where 
one can find many of the examples of lines ascending from a focal tone to close.
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Results are similar for instrumental music—staff (b)—allowing for the expansion of the 
typical range both above and below. Where they can be interpreted as effective, focal tones 
above the upper-register final are most likely in modes 1, 3, & 5, less so but still possible in 
mode 7. “Mirror” or “neighbor” shapes can be found in those modes, as well, but are more 
likely in mode 9. As before, modes 7 & 9 tend to be the ones with lines ascending from a focal 
tone to close. Because ambitus is prior to range (which either corresponds to or extends the 
octave), locating and then favoring interpretation with a focal tone is not a simple process.  
I have considerably simplified the presentation of the modes above. In fact, the early 
seventeenth century was the most complex historical moment for the modal system. Here 
below are the eight “church tones” as used by Giovanni Maria Trabaci for his 100 versets in the 
church tones (Cento Versi sopra li Otto finali Ecclesiastici), contained in Ricercate & altri varij 
capricci, Libro 2 (1615)—for examples, see §3. Note that two of the plagal forms have been 
replaced by transpositions: mode 2 is once-transposed Dorian, mode 6 is once-transposed 
Ionian. Trabaci accommodates the Aeolian by pairing it with the Phrygian—A is the dominant 
for the latter—and the Ionian by pairing it with the Mixolydian, as C was traditionally nearly 
as important as D for cadences in the Mixolydian mode.
Trabaci’s eight church tones are very close to those presented a year earlier (1614) by Adriano 
Banchieri, whose model turned out to be quite influential. As William S. May and Frans 
Wiering note, “In Cartella musicale (1614) Banchieri merged the 8 psalm tones and the 12 
modes into a system of 8 ‘psalm tone keys’ that was widely adopted in 17th-century theory 
and composition” (article “Banchieri, Adriano [Tomaso],” Grove Music Online). The only 
differences between Trabaci’s and Banchieri’s eight-mode schemes are in the fifth and 
seventh modes. Banchieri seems quite willing to discard the ancient Lydian and replace it 
with the Ionian (mode 5). The pairing of once-transposed Aeolian (mode 7) and Mixolydian 
(mode 8), on the other hand, makes less sense than Trabaci’s.
Banchieri’s system was actually quite complicated, as he was trying to reconcile several 
different systems: the traditional ecclesiastical modes, common transpositions used by 
organists to aid choirs in psalmody and to suit choirs with different ranges, the 12-mode system 
of Zarlino, and polyphonic modes in both instrumental and vocal ensemble practice. I refer 
the reader to Harold S. Powers, as revised by Frans Wiering, for an exceptionally clear 
explanation: Grove Music Online/Mode/Modal theories and polyphonic music/(ii) The modes 
in the 17th century/(a) Transposition of modal scales. I have also found helpful the 
explanations and accompanying figures in Michael Dodds, "The Baroque Church Tones in 
Theory and Practice" (PhD dissertation, Eastman School of Music, 1998), chapters 1, 3, & 4.
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Powers and Wiering also note that “those inclined to prefer the traditional eightfold system 
as the basis for tonal distinctions were not ready to build a wall between tone (for psalms) 
and mode (for everything else). [Accordingly,] Banchieri (1614) gave a thorough, fully 
illustrated account of a kind of conglomerate modal system that was typical in Catholic usage 
well past the first half of the 17th century, with some local variations. . . . The organist’s 
practical experience with transposition played a leading role in the construction of [this] 
conglomerate system, but only cantus durus [i. e., one sharp] and cantus mollis [i. e., one flat] 
were originally drawn on to provide theoretical scales for constituent modes in a closed 
system.” 
For my purpose in this documentation of ascending cadence gestures, two further points are 
of interest. First, when Banchieri explains the difference between the eight tones and the 
twelve modes, he provides illustrations in the form of duos and of tables that list cadences 
and their positions. Of the twelve duos, two close with a cadence in the upper register: for the 
first mode, which Banchieri identifies as Dorian for voices, but demonstrates with once-
transposed Dorian “for high instruments,” and the third mode, similarly as Phrygian for 
voices and once-transposed Phrygian for high instruments. Here are three excerpts from the 
first duo (my notation, working from the transcription by Clifford A. Cranna, Jr., in “Adriano 
Banchieri’s Cartella musicale (1614): Translation and Commentary” [PhD dissertation, Stanford 
University, 1981]): at (a) the beginning; (b) one interior passage; (c) the ending. 
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After each duo, Banchieri provides a table showing “fugues” (pitches for opening points of 
imitation), “notes” (the pitches identifying or characterizing the mode), cadences, and finals. 
He shows them for both instrumental and vocal versions of the duo, as here. Obviously, he 
had no objection to upper-register closes.
The second point of interest returns us to Trabaci, who confirms that musicians understood 
elaborated and improvised music, especially (but not only) for keyboards, as in some ways set 
apart from vocal and instrumental ensemble music. Dodds translates all of Trabaci’s lengthy 
introduction to his second keyboard collection, and notes that he “explicitly links the 
question of ambitus to vocal range. In vocal works or written-out ricercars, the composer 
should observe correct ambitus as a reflection of vocal range, and furthermore should not 
allow the total range of all the voice parts to exceed twenty or twenty-two notes. But ‘in the 
case of versets. . . it is not necessary to observe whether it ascends or descends more than 
ordinary. . . it suffices that I do not depart from the tone and that I leave you in the tone.’ 
Thus Trabaci in principle removes ambitus as a component of ‘tone’; only final (and 
implicitly signature) matter, as Trabaci’s term for the church tones, finali ecclesiastici, 
implies” (116-117). 
Looking now toward mid-century, one can easily see the continued influence of Banchieri’s 
system. In the following I will draw a few examples from Tarquinio Merula, Canzoni da 
suonare, Libro 4, op. 17 (1651). The last of the 29 pieces—all for two violins with continuo, or 
bass and continuo—is a “Sinfonie di tutti gli tuoni”; it contains eight short (prelude-like) 
pieces, the mode for each named. Here are Merula’s modes with my titles:
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Note that mode 1 is the only one of the plain-chant modes to remain in its original position. 
Mode 2 is an obvious choice: the once-transposed Dorian (final G; one flat) was already in 
common use more than a hundred years earlier. Mode 3 is the Aeolian, with final A, but I 
have starred (*) it because the earlier Aeolian leaned equally toward dominants D and E, 
where Merula’s is obviously close to the later key of A minor. It may be justified as mode 3 
because E and A are the final and dominant, respectively, of the Phrygian mode. The 
“transposed Aeolian”—as if E minor—may seem odd but it did allow theorists to find an 
opening for sharp-wise transpositions, which are especially congenial to the violin. Mode 5, 
the Ionian, simply replaces the long-defunct Lydian, and one can understand the connection 
because its once-transposed form (mode 6)—again, common already in the previous century
—is on F as final. All this seems reasonable so far. Modes 7 & 8, however, still seem rather like 
the contents of an odd-sock drawer. By rights, the Mixolydian should have been mode 7, as in 
the original eight-mode system. The only logic I can see to it is that thereby the three 
traditional (that is, sixteenth-century) once-transposed forms are all covered: for Dorian, 
Aeolian, and Ionian. 
On the following pages are examples from Merula’s Canzoni, with comments on design, 
mode, and cadences.
From the figure below, it is obvious that Merula adopted Banchieri’s system. The only 
difference in this scheme of finals and signatures is in mode 4, where Merula adds the sharp 
that would have been repeatedly written into a score in practice by this time.
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All the movements are short. The third is the longest; we can understand it as 18 bars in 
3/2 meter. All eight pieces are fashioned as two-phrase compositions, with a different 
figure for each phrase, the design being sometimes symmetrical, at others asymmetrical 
with the second phrase longer. Quite often the second phrase includes a familiar bass 
progression such as a cycle of fifths or ascending or descending scale. 
[Merula, Canzoni ], number three, “Terzo Tuono,” shows these various characteristics 
more or less well (though it lacks an ascending gesture in the final cadence):
The opening melody is supported by a familiar descending bass at (a). Cadences—at (b) 
and (c)—to “V” close the two units of the first half, after which the figure changes 
abruptly above a cycle of fifths bass—at (d). The modal range in the first half is E5 down 
to E4, in the second half A5 (bar 12) down to A4. Perhaps because of the simplicity of the 
tunefulness of the melody in the first half, combined with prominent cadences and very 
clear bass movements, one can easily hear a focal tone E5 and a scale-wise descent to 
G#4 in bar 10. Attempting anything like it in the second half would require some play 
with unconvincing abstractions. 
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Nowhere in “Terzo Tuono,” of course, is a cadence with a rising melodic figure or a cadence 
reaching an upper-level final. For that we go to the final movement, “Ottavo Tuono.” And 
this is a proper moment for me to acknowledge the modern notation of these canzoni by 
Johan Tufvesson, whose archive of early-music scores was one of the great accomplishments 
of the pre-2010 internet (he published his score series between 1999 and 2007;* these are 
available on IMSLP, but the original site is still accessible: link). At (a), (b), and (c) are 
imperfect authentic cadences to the expected degrees for the Mixolydian: G, G, and C. At (d), 
the second voice goes to the upper part of the Mixolydian octave with a neighbor-note figure 
about G5, overtopping the principal voice. (The lower voice could be transposed down an 
octave for another instrument, of course—the counterpoint still works—but variability in 
performance practice is not an issue in this case as Merula specifies two violins.)
———— 
*I hasten to add that the honor is shared with the Werner Icking Music Archive, whose complete 
contents are also available through IMSLP and on which I have drawn in this essay and, more 
extensively, in Part 3 of this series.
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The second movement also closes in the fifth octave. At (a), the opening defines the final as 
G, and a cadence follows at (b) — the 6-8 form of the old cadenza perfetta between first violin 
and bass being somewhat unusual by the mid-seventeenth century. At (c), another cadence 
to G, this time an imperfect authentic cadence, and at (d) the bass begins a long descent 
through the octave G3-G2, after which the first violin closes in the upper octave—at (e). By 
this time, the substitution of ^3 for ^1—or B-nat4 for G4—in the cadential 6-8 counterpoint 
was already becoming a cliché.
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The sixth tone is the once-transposed Ionian, a mode whose flexible character is 
demonstrated when the first phrase, at (a), is transposed at (a’) to produce a cadence to G. The 
more common cadence to C is at (b), the bass begins another descent at (c)—this time 
through a twelfth C4-F2—and the first violin closes in the upper octave at (d). Note the 
expressive beginning of the final phrase on A5—a one-note-too-far figure.
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“The five endings”  
I have written about ending figures and configurations of parts in earlier essays, most 
extensively in the introduction to Part 2a of Ascending Cadence Gestures, New Historical 
Survey. Here are additional examples, from a collection that would otherwise have been 
placed under §3: “Italian instrumental ensemble music before 1650”: Giovanni Battista 
Buonamente, Sonate, et canzoni a due, tre, quattro, cinque, et a sei voci […], libro VI (1636). The 
edition in modern notation is by Lorenzo Girodo and is available from IMSLP. 
1. “end before the end”: n7: Canzon prima à 2. Violino, & Basso 
In instrumental music it was common—and in vocal music occasional—already by the end 
of the sixteenth century to reach a clear structural cadence and then follow that with a 
shorter passage, often emphasizing what would later be called the subdominant and often 
highly embellished, especially in keyboard or solo pieces. A relatively simple version of that 
occurs in Buonamente’s n7. At (a) is a PAC with “V-I” bass. The cadence is repeated at (b) with 
the counterpoint of the two violins inverted; as a result the first violin reaches the upper 
register. The “coda” follows at (c) with the obvious “subdominant” emphasis that is typical of 
the Mixolydian mode in any case. 
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n19: Canzon à 5: end before the end  
Here is another example that works in a very similar way but with a direct ascending gesture 
in the structural cadence—second violin at (a); the cadence as a whole at (b). The 
“subdominant coda” is that (c).
2. “cantus 1 overtopped”: n12: Sonata prima à 4 Violini 
The arrow in bar 163 marks the highest pitch in the piece, but the point of interest is later: at 
(a) cantus 1 ends in the upper register of the Mixolydian (the entire cadence is boxed as (b)), 
but cantus 2 overtops it, reaching B5—at (c). I have deleted a “subdominant” coda that 
follows.
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3. “expressive highpoint”: n1: Sonata prima à 2 Violini 
In this category, the highest pitch (in the phrase leading to the final cadence but also in some 
cases in the entire piece) comes before that cadence itself, which is approached by way of a 
relaxation of  expressive intensity.  Far less dramatic examples could still be read in terms of 
upper-register cadences if the high note is close to the end, there is little likelihood of 
regarding it as a focal tone, and the cadence itself is in the upper register, not the lower one, 
as here. For examples, see Merula, Canzoni n2 “La Pedrina,” n6 “La Loda,” and n9 “La Gisa.”
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4. “Imperfect authentic cadences”: n3: Sonata terza à 2 Violini 
At (a) the cadence of the penultimate section, after which a new subject (circled) initiates the 
final section. Another IAC at (b), then the phrase is literally transposed up a fourth and 
another IAC is heard at (c). The subdominant expansion continues to yet another IAC at (d).
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5. “cantus takes ^3 rather than ^1”: n16: Canzon quarta [à 4] 
This is close to (b) and (c) in the previous example. The difference is that all expectations are 
we will hear a PAC but the final note in the cantus is ^3 rather than ^1. Presumably, these 
endings would often make use of the Picardy third—in this case, F-natural would become F#.
Obviously, the five categories of endings are not all compatible with ascending cadence 
gestures, as the examples above show. Number 1,“end before the end,” is the most likely. 
Number 2, “cantus 1 overtopped,” is nearly so, though much would depend on the registral 
frames of the topmost part (or topmost pair of parts)—the “overtopping” can be expressive 
but not structural if it is not supported by focal tones and registral frames. Number 3,  
“expressive highpoint,” is less likely but is still possible if the expressive highpoint is above 
the basic register of the cantus voice—that is, if it is similar to the overtopping of #2. 
Numbers 4 (“Imperfect authentic cadences”) and 5 (“cantus takes ^3 rather than ^1”) are 
unlikely, except in the case where a focal tone ^8 is defined, a neighbor figure is apparent, 
and the cantus goes to ^3 instead of ^1 (^8) at the end—or something like ^8-^#7-^8-^9-^10, 
not ^8-^#7-^8-^9-^8.
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§ 1: from Felipe Pedrell, Antología de Organistas Clásicos Españole (1908) 
Antonio de Cabezón, Pavana Italiana (16th century) (vol. 1, p. 20) 
This composition is a set of variations on the passamezzo bass. Section 1 is given for reference. 
In section 4, the initial gesture is a flurry of scales heading up to G5 (circled).
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Section 6 is the final one, and its structural cadence is firmly placed in the upper register of 
the octave G4-G5 (boxed) after a long series of figures below it.
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Anonymous, Versillos (versets) (vol. 1, pp. 89ff.) 
The Phrygian mode is particularly amenable to cadences in the upper part of the modal 
ambitus (or even beyond). Here are three examples.
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The same is less true of the once-transposed Ionian, but in the strictest writing, where the 
melody focuses on the modal dominant C5 and does not reach a clearly defined A5, a rising 
cadence gesture can often be found.
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Fray Miguel López, Versillo (vol. 2, pp. 100-101) 
This is from a conservative early eighteenth-century set. The register is pitched lower rather 
than higher for this verset in twice-transposed Dorian. 
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§ 2: Vocal Music (1) 
Claude La Jeune, Octonaires de la vanité et inconstance du monde (1600?; published 1606) 
“Octonaires” means “eight-line poems.” The set totals 36, grouped in threes, each group in one 
of the twelve modes. The digital copy available from IMSLP comes from the Internet Archive 
and originally from the Bibliothèque Sainte-Geneviève, Paris. 
Part 1 (premier Mode), no. 3 "Plustot on poura faire.”  
The first mode in the twelve-mode system is Ionian; why La Jeune should have chosen the 
once-transposed Ionian, I don’t know. 
The dessus (topmost) part stays closely within the ambitus F4-F5, reaching over to G5 only in 
the final cadence. The circled notes mark the full range in the beginning and the frequent 
reaching the upper note F5 thereafter. 
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n4 "Le feu, l'air, l'eau, la terre” 
The first mode, once-transposed Ionian in plagal form, is obvious in the opening (circled). 
Extension down to A3 at one point, and then, surprisingly, moving up to F5 to end. As the 
opening figure makes clear, La Jeune is positioning the four elements within the plagal 
ambitus: fire at the top, then air, water in the middle, and earth at the bottom. At the end, fire 
escapes the registral limits.
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n29 "Vois-tu l'hyver accroupi, hérissé" 
Under the tenth mode (Mixolydian), the dessus part is in the frame G3-G4, which may seem 
low for a four-part piece, but the second and third are tenors (haute-contra and taille) and the 
fourth is the bass. Given the insistence on it, G4 is a plausible focal tone.
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n31 "Le mondain se nourrit toujours” 
Under the eleventh mode (Aeolian), the dessus part nevertheless closes on E5, as if in a 
Phrygian ending. The explanation is in the lower parts—see the notated final passage at the 
bottom of the page. This would correspond to the fourth of my five endings: imperfect 
authentic cadence, though positioning the dessus on the dominant degree is more typical of 
compositions in five and more parts.
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Heinrich Schütz, Der Psalter nach Cornelius Beckers Dichtungen (Op.5; 1628, rev. 1661), Psalms 1, 
10 (A-section), 26, 27, 44, 50, 70, 111, 119 (6th part), 135 
For Psalm 1, I have reproduced the score from the complete works edition and, on the 
following page, parts and text from the first edition. The digital copy of the latter available 
through IMSLP comes from the Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Munich. 
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For the remaining examples, I have reproduced only the cantus part and the continuo. 
Annotations to ascending cadence gestures are made on the scores.
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Claude La Jeune, Les cent cinquante Pseaumes de David (publ. 1613; 1617; Dutch edition, 1665), 
Psalms 55, 146 
The two examples below come from the Dutch edition (the original edition was in French; a 
German language edition was published in 1646, the Dutch in 1665). The digital copy on 
IMSLP is from the Bibliothèque nationale de France.
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§ 3: Italian instrumental ensemble music before 1650 
Giovanni Maria Trabaci, Ricercate & altri varij capricci, Libro 1 (1603) 
[Ricercar] Primo tono con tre fughe 
Trabaci is here by courtesy, so to speak, as the compositions are in fact keyboard works, despite 
being written in open score. (The parts are carefully constrained in range, though, and could 
certainly be performed by skilled instrumental ensembles.) “Fughe” means “subject”—this is a 
ricercar in mode 1 [Dorian] with three subjects. I don’t know the source of the digital copies.
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Trabaci,[Ricercar] Secondo tono con quattro fughe 
In the second mode [once-transposed Dorian] with four subjects. The final cadence is an 
imperfect authentic cadence, with ^5 in the top part and the 6-(8) cadenza perfetta in alto and 
tenor.
Final cadence:
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Trabaci,[Ricercar] Quinto tono con quattro fughe 
An unusual piece actually in the Lydian (fifth) mode. The ending is unusual, too, in that one 
of the parts in the cadenza perfetta (6-8: G3/E5 to F3/F5) is the bass—see the third and second 
bars from the end.
Ending:
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Trabaci,[Ricercar] Undecimo tono trasportato con due fughe 
The top voice holds closely to the octave ambitus F4-F5, never going below, and only going 
above four times, in every case in proximity to a cadence—see the second system here and the 
ending for three of the four instances.
Ending:
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Trabaci, Gagliarda quinta 
Four-voice galliard with strong section-ending cadences rising to the final F5.
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Giovanni Maria Trabaci, Ricercate & altri varij capricci, Libro 2 (1615) 
[Ricercar] Secondo tono con tre fughe 
The range of the cantus voice is a plagal once-transposed Dorian, or D4-D5, so that the 
“imperfect authentic cadence” ending is not a surprise.
Ending:
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Trabaci, Versets [Cento Versi sopra li Otto finali Ecclesiastici] 
Verso primo, primo tono 
I have discussed the versets in the Introduction, section “Mode, ambitus, tonal frames, and 
focal tones.” Eleven of the 100 have upper-register cadences. In the first verset, the top voice is 
almost entirely in the upper tetrachord of the Dorian but the range is extended only to E5. 
Trabaci, Verso ottavo, primo tono 
Authentic ambitus in the cantus with 
sufficient attention to the extension 
to F5 to suggest a possible focal tone. 
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Trabaci, Verso undecimo, primo tono 
The composer gets in a final statement of the curious chromatic subject in the cantus at the 
end, making for an unusual and striking cadence.
Trabaci, Verso sesto, quarto tono 
Not much for the cantus to do except rise by step to the final in this compact Phrygian verset.
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Trabaci, Verso secondo, quinto tono 
Lydian mode, authentic in the 
cantus part. In the subject itself a 
play of the hard and soft B.
Trabaci, Verso terzo, quinto tono 
Similar to the preceding but with rapid figures for such a short piece.
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Trabaci, Verso sesto, quinto tono 
Again similar to the preceding, and I note at this point that five out of the eleven versets with 
upper-register cadences are identified by Trabaci as being in the fifth mode.
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Two more in the fifth mode (Lydian): 
Trabaci, Verso ottavo, quinto tono 
Trabaci, Verso duodecimo, quinto tono 
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Trabaci, Verso secondo, settimo tono 
In the Ionian with a plagal ambitus in the cantus, a more complicated phrase overall, then, as 
G5 (and the C major triad) are defined at the beginning (that is, bar 4 in the cantus), but the 
cadence is nevertheless reached by stepwise ascent.
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Trabaci, Verso duodecimo, settimo tono 
Very similar to the preceding but much more elaborate in its figures. As with the second 
Ionian verset above, G5 is a good candidate for a focal tone.
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Trabaci, Gagliarda prima detto il Galluccio 
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Trabaci, Gagliarda quarta detta la Morenigna
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Francesco Turini, Madrigali a una, due, tre voci, con alcune sonate a due et a tre, Libro I (1624) 
n15. “Fugace bellezza” for three voices and three instruments. The edition in modern notation 
is by Lorenzo Girodo and is available from IMSLP. 
The first long phrase, to a cadence on G5 in the first violin part.
Ritornello between the first and second verses.
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Ending:
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n18. Sonata for two violins 
Cadences at 7-9 and 30-32 in the lower register of the Aeolian mode for the first violin. An 
unusual upper-register cadence on G at 17-19.
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“Ending before the end”: structural cadence at 102-104, followed by a final section with a last 
cadential flourish (at bar 115) that finishes in the upper octave.
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n21. Gagliarda 
First and third sections, two violin parts only.
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Tarquinio Merula, Canzoni overo sonate concertate per chiesa e camera, op. 12 (1637) 
n1. “La Gallina.” The edition in modern notation is by Lorenzo Girodo and is available from 
IMSLP. 
Design in three parts with repeat signs (in the manner of the Renaissance pavan or galliard). 
Below, the latter half of section 1, with cadences circled: lower register on G4 in bars 19-20 and 
30-31, lower register on C5 in bars 25-26, upper register on G5 in bars 22-23 and 24-25, and 
upper register on C6 on bars 27-28.
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End of section 2: violin 1 in the upper register but dropping to a lower register imperfect 
authentic cadence.
Section 3, with a pattern of cadences much like section 1, but closing in the upper 
register of the Mixolydian on G5.
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n2. “La Pedrina” 
After the opening imitation, a consistent focus on the upper register of the Aeolian 
throughout the first section. Two excerpts below:
(section 1, end):
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Section 2: would seem to be “ending before the end”: structural cadence in the lower register, 
then a long flourish of quarter notes in both violins, finishing with an upper-register cadence. 
The quarter-note figure, however, is the same one as heard previously in the section, and only 
at bars 96-100 do we hear a “proper” subdominant centered “coda.”
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n6. “La Loda” 
End of the first section, where C6 decisively overtops A5 in an upper-register cadence:
Final section, which repeats and develops material of the opening. Clear upper register close, 
Aeolian mode.
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n9. “La Gisa” 
In the box: the first cadence on G, upper-register (after cadences on C, A, and D).
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Cadence closing the first section, then all of the second section with upper register 
cadences and focus on that register in the approaches.
Final “coda” section repeating material of the beginning.
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n13. “La Maruta” 
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n14. “La Merula” 
Beginning and ending of section 1:
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Cadence of section 2 and all of section 3:
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Giovanni Batista Fontana, Sonate a 1 2. 3. per il violin, o cornetto. . . . (1641) 
Sonata nona (violin, bassoon, continuo) 
Beginning of 
section 2: 




section 2 with 
an altered 
cadence:
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Fontana, Sonata terzadecima (2 violin, bassoon, continuo) 
My notation of same; steady if constantly intertwining movement upward to the cadence.
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Fontana, Sonata quatradecima (2 violin, bassoon, continuo)
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§ 4: Vocal Music (2): Henry Lawes, Choice psalmes put into musick, for three voices. The most of 
which may properly be sung by any three, with a Thorough Base (1648) 
This volume contains nearly 30 pieces by Henry Lawes based on psalm texts, several eulogies 
by Henry and other composers on the death of Lawes’s brother William, and another 30 
pieces by William himself, including several canons. The digital copy available from IMSLP 
comes from the Nanku Music Library, Keio University, Tokyo. 
VI. “Cast off and scattered” 
In a well-established manner by the mid-seventeenth century, the two cantus parts are in the 
same register and often overlap one another. In this case the rising line in the final cadence is 
firmly overtopped by the cantus secundus—see my notation of the ending at the bottom of 
the page. The figure is what I call a “wedge” where the voices approach each other from 
opposite directions. In this and later examples, note that the expressive figures and cadential-
phrase formulas militate against the ascending line as primary—unlike the Italian 
instrumental ensemble music in previous sections.
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XXV. “You who the Lord adore” 
An unusual piece where the upper lines in the ending phrases move upward by step to and 
beyond the final/tonic. The cantus primus drops down to make a stepwise ascent from ^5 to ^8 
but the cantus secundus moves off even farther to ^3 (^10).
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XXVII. “Now in the winter of my yeares” 
Here the cantus primus gives consistent attention to the upper register of the transposed 
Dorian (or D minor), reaching F5 on several occasions. A strong stepwise ascending figure is 
heard in the final phrase, but at the last moment the cantus secundus (partial score at the 
bottom of the page) overtops.
Cantus secundus, ending:
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XXVIII. “The King Jehovah with thy justice crowne” 
In its treatment of register, voices, 
and figures, this is very similar to 
the preceding.  
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John Cob, Elegy 
Here is all of the cantus primus for Cob’s elegy. The part holds quite closely to the once-
transposed Dorian (treated as if D minor) ambitus. Several points where D5 is reached are 
circled. In this case, the cantus secundus part is a tenor and does not interfere with the long 
phrase of the upper-register final cadence.
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John Jenkins, Elegy 
Jenkins’s lengthy elegy is in three main sections. The beginning and end of the first are given 
below along with the opening line of the second section. In the first section, the cantus 
secundus part is tacet.
First part, ending: 
Second part, beginning:
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John Taylor, Elegy 
Here is the cantus primus part 
(written as if C minor with three 
flats). Below I have notated both 
cantus parts with the bass, 
beginning from the fourth system, 
as marked. An upper register 
cadence on the dominant is boxed. 
It is followed by a cadence to the 
tonic (not marked), and in the final 
cadence another thoroughly 
imbricated figure that nevertheless 
does succeed in an ascent to C5.
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William Lawes, IX. “Praise the Lord   
                                   enthroned on high” 
A cadence to ^8 (G5 in G major) at 
“praise him who in pow’r 
exceeds” (circled). A structural 
cadence to the lower register — 
circled in the penultimate system—
an “end before the end” followed by a 
string of “Hallelujahs,” where both 
voices begin on G5 and the cantus 
secundus abruptly moves upward 
again to close on G5.
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William Lawes, XIV. “Sing unto the Lord a new song” 
Another string of “Hallelujahs” after a structural cadence (not shown). The arrow points to 
where the cantus secundus extends upward to A5. A strong ascending phrase in the cantus 
primus to close. 
(Cantus primus) 
(Cantus secundus)
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William Lawes, XX. “To Thee I cry, Lord heare my cries” 
An unusual wedge figure in this brief composition.
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William Lawes, Canon VI. “Tis joy to see” 
A three-voice canon in the unison and fifth below. My realization below the score, with a 
presumed ending.
